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GROUND STATES FOR THE PRESCRIBED
MEAN CURVATURE EQUATION

L. A. PELETIER AND J. SERRÍN

ABSTRACT. We discuss the existence of radial ground states of problem (I),

under appropriate restrictions on the bifurcation parameter A and the expo-

nent q.

1. Introduction.    We discuss the existence of radial solutions of the problem

(1) div (     .   Vu = ) + f(u) = 0    inR",
(I) \yi + |vu|V

(2) u(x) —> 0    as x —* oo,

in which the function / has the canonical behavior

(3) f(u) = -Xu + uq.

Here n > l,q > 1,X > 0, and Vw denotes the gradient of u.

Radial solutions of equation (1) have been studied in connection with the analysis

of capillary surfaces [4, 6, 9]. In that context, however, the source term / was given

by

f(u) — KU, K > 0,

and the interest was focused on singular solutions. In this note, to the contrary, we

shall be concerned with regular positive solutions of problem (I), often referred to

as ground states. For the related equation Au + f(u) = 0 such solutions have been

extensively studied, and results about existence, nonexistence, and uniqueness have

been obtained for different classes of functions / (see for example [1, 2, 3, 10, 11,

14, 15]).

For problem (I), with / given by (3), it has recently been shown that when A > 0

there exist no ground states if either one of the following conditions holds:

(i) A>    2^±4 [8];

n + 2
(ii) q > -    when n > 2    [12].

n — 2

On the other hand, numerical work carried out by Evers and Levine [5] suggests

that, for A small enough and q < (n + 2)/(n — 2), problem (l)-(3) does indeed have

a solution. In this paper we shall give an existence theorem which confirms this.
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THEOREM. Suppose q > 1, and additionally q < (n + 2)/(n — 2) when n > 2.

Then there exists a number Xq > 0, depending only on q and n, such that for every

X < Xq problem (l)-(3) has a positive radial solution.

When A < 0, the situation is somewhat simpler. In particular, no ground states

whatsoever can exist when A < 0 (the proof being essentially the same as in Lemma

3 below). When A = 0 and q < n/(n — 2) again no ground state exists, while for

A = 0 and q > (n + 2)/(n — 2) there are an infinite number of ground states (see

[13]).

2. Proof of the Theorem. As a first step we observe that if u(x) is a solution

of (l)-(3), then the function

(4) v(x) = ux(x) = A-1/29u(^~(9~1)/4îz)

is a solution of the problem

(5) * (vT^w)+ /e(") = °  inR"'

(6) v(x) —► 0    as x —> oo,

where

(7) e = A^1'/2«    and    fe(v) = -ev + v".

On the other hand, if v is a solution of (5)-(7) then (4) yields a solution of (l)-(3).

Note that if we set s = 0 in (5), we obtain the equation

(8) Atj + î/^0.

Thus, for small e, (5) can formally be regarded as a perturbation of (8). For this

reason, in the sequel we shall work with the equivalent problem (5), (6).

Let v(r) be a positive radial solution of (5), (6). Then

(II)     V V1 + ev'2 J r    v/i + ev'2

(10) ^'(0) = 0,    v(r) -»oo     as r —> oo.

Following [3], we use a shooting argument to prove the existence of a positive

solution of problem (II). Thus we consider solutions v(r, F) of (9) which satisfy the

initial conditions

v(0) = f>0,        t/(0)=0.

For small values of r, the existence and uniqueness of v(r, £) is ensured by stan-

dard arguments. The following lemma, which is essentially taken from [8], gives

conditions under which we can continue v(-, Ç) as long as both v > 0 and v' < 0.

Let a denote the positive root of f£(v) = 0; thus a = £lKq~l\ In what follows

we shall always suppose that

(11) 0<e<l

so that also a < 1.
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LEMMA l.   Suppose (11) holds and that

(12) Q<cj<l.

Then v(r, £) can be continued until either v(r) or v'(r) reaches zero.

PROOF. In view of (12) we have v"(0,£) < 0, whence v'(r,Ç) < 0 for small

positive values of r. In turn 0 < v < £ for small values of r, so it is enough to show

that v' does not reach —oo before either v or v' vanishes.

We now put

"(p) = i^>dH('-<TT^)'

and note that H(p) > 0 for p > 0.  Then, if we multiply (9) by v' and integrate

over (0, r), we obtain

(13) H(\v'(r)\) + (n-l) f A(\v'(p)\)v'2(p)^ = F(£) - F(v(r)),
Jo P

where F(u) = jQ fe(s) ds. The function F reaches its minimum value at a. Hence

F(Ç)-F(v(r))<F(0-F(a).

Therefore, if

(14) F(l) - F(a) < H(oo)

the identity (13) implies that v'(r) cannot reach —oo.

For the specific choice of A and F made here, (14) becomes

_£ +     *     +    q~l   Jq+D/(q-i) < I
2      q + 1      2(g+l) - s'

For 0 < e < 1 the left-hand side is less than l/(q + 1) and the right-hand side

greater than 1. Hence, by virtue of (11), the condition (14) is indeed satisfied, and

so v'(r) cannot reach — oo.

Now let

/+ = {£ € (a, 1] : there exists R > 0 such that v'(R, 0 = 0

andu(r,0 > 0 for r G [0,R]},

I- = {cj G (a, c] : there exists R > 0 such that v(R, f ) = 0

andi/(r,£) < 0 for r 6 (0,it]}.

Obviously /+ and /_ are disjoint and open in (a, 1].

Suppose both 7+ and /_ are nonempty. Then there must exist a number

£o S (a,l) which does not belong to either I+ or /_. We shall show that the

corresponding function v(r, £o) is a solution of problem (II), as is required. Indeed

for this value of f there holds

(15) 0 < v(r, &) < fo    and    v'(r, f0) < 0    for r £ (0,oo).

Hence we can define

(16) 1= lim W(r,6>)        (0</<e0).
r—»oo
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Lemma 2. / = 0.

PROOF. By letting r —> oo in (13) we deduce that

f°A(K(p)|K2(p)^<oo.
Jo P

Hence, using (13) again, it is evident that lim^oo v'(r, f0) exists. In view of (15)

or of (16), this limit necessarily must be zero.

If we now take the limit in (9) we obtain

lim v"(r, £o) = h(l).
r—*oo

Because v' is bounded, it follows that f£(l) = 0 and hence either / = 0 or I = a.

To exclude the possibility that I = a v/e use an argument from [13].   Thus

suppose for contradiction that1

v(r) \a    as r —<• oo.

Remembering the definition of A, we can write (9) as

(17) (rn-1A(\v'\)v')' + rn-1f£(v)=0.

Since v > a, it follows that rn~1A(\v'\)v' is decreasing. Hence there exist constants

r0 > 0, 6 > 0 such that

rn-lA(\v'(r)\)v'(r) < -6    for r > r0.

Since A(p) < 1 this implies rn~1v'(r) < —6 for r > rç, which, in turn, shows that

(18) v(r) >a + —^r2-n    for r > r0.

(The case n = 2 is easily treated by a separate argument, omitted here.)

On the other hand, if we integrate (17) over (0, r) and use the condition v'(0) = 0,

there results by the convexity of f£

rn-lA(\v'(r)\)v'(r) = - f sn~l f£(v(s)) ds

(19) Jo       r
< -f'£(a) j   sn-1{v(s) -a}ds< -Arn{v(r) - a},

Jo

where A = f'e(a)/n = (q — l)e > 0. In the last step note that v(s) > v(r) for s < r.

Now 0 < A(p) < 1 so that, in turn,

v'(r) < —Ar{v(r) — a}.

Hence by integration v(r) — a < Ce~Ar I2 for some positive constant G.   This

contradicts the lower bound (18). Therefore / ^ a, and the proof is complete.

Since / = 0, it follows that v(r, £o) is a positive solution of problem (II) as

required.

'For simplicity, we shall occasionally write v(r) rather than v(r, £o)-
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It remains to prove that both I+ and /_ are nonempty for e small enough. We

shall do this in the next two lemmas.

LEMMA 3.   1+ is nonempty.

We give two proofs, the first emphasizing a connection with oscillatory solutions

of the Bessel equation, the second using (13) and energy ideas.

FIRST PROOF. We shall show that Ç G 1+ whenever f - a is small.

Note that v(r, a) — a for all r > 0 by the uniqueness of the initial value problem.

Hence v(r, £) —* a and v'(r, Ç) —* 0 as £ —► a, uniformly on compact subsets of

[0, oo). Now consider the function

w(r) = —-,        Z±a.
F-a

Plainly, w is a solution of the problem

w" + (1 + ev'2)—-w' + (1 + ev'2)3/2 ^-w = 0,
r v — a

w(0) = l,    w'(0)=0.

As £ —* a, the solutions w tend uniformly on compact subsets of [0, co) to the

solution W of the problem

n — 1
W" +-W' + f'(a)W = 0,    W(0) = 1,    W'(0)=0

r

where f'e(a) = (q — l)e > 0. This is a standard Bessel equation of the oscillatory

type, and consequently W is an oscillatory function. Since w is uniformly near W

on compact subsets of [0, oo) for £ near a, it follows that w must be oscillatory as

well, and so in turn v must oscillate about a. This implies that £ G I+.

SECOND PROOF. Consider values of £ in the interval (a,0\, where

r3 = {i(? + l)e}1/(«-1)

has the property that F(ß) = 0 and F(u) < 0 for u G (0, /?). If £ is not in /+, then

there exists an R < oo such that v(r, £) is decreasing on (0, R) and

lim v(r, £) = 0.
r—>fi

This is obvious if f; € I~. On the other hand, if £ is neither in I+ nor I~, then we

have R — oo, and / = 0 by Lemma 2.

Now letting r —► R in (13) we obtain a contradiction since

F(v(r))-F(0^-F(t)<0.

This completes the proof.

LEMMA 4. There exists a positive number eç, < 1 such that 7_ is nonempty if

0 < e < e0.

PROOF. If we set e = 0 in (9), we obtain

n - 1
(20) v" + -—V + v" = 0.
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Let ^o(r) be the solution of (20) with initial values

(21) v(0) = 1,        </(0)=0.

Then, because we have assumed that q < (n + 2)/(n — 2),

r0 = sup{r > 0: vç, > 0 on [0,r)} < oo

and v'(rçf) < 0. This result is well known and is essentially due to Fowler [7]. For

a direct proof see [13, Theorem 3.1].

Because (9) is a regular perturbation of (20), the solution v£ of (9) with initial

values (21) has the property that v£ —+ vq as e —► 0, uniformly on compact subsets

of [0, co). This means that there exists a number ec¡,0 < eç, < 1, such that

r£ = sup{r > 0: v£ > 0 on [0,r)} < oo,

when 0 < e < eç,. Thus 1 G I- when e G (0, en)-

With Lemma 4 we have shown that problem (II) has a positive solution, provided

e < So- This implies that problem (I) has a positive radial solution if

A<Ao = eo9/(9+1).

Since we have studied solutions of problem (II) we can, if we wish, think of n as

a real parameter greater than 1, rather than as an integral dimension number. It

is also worth noting that any radial ground state for problem (I), in particular that

constructed here, is monotonically decreasing in the variable r (see [8]).
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